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SUMMARY In 288 Dutch and Belgian Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophy families, the
parental origin of 41 new deletion or duplication mutations was determined. Twenty seven of the
new mutations occurred in the maternal X chromosome and nine in the grandmaternal and five in
the grandpaternal X chromosome. The grandparental data are compatible with equal mutation
rates for DMD in male and female X chromosomes. New mutations were defined by their
presence in one or more progeny and absence in the lymphocytes of the mother or the
grandparents. In one family a fraction of the maternal lymphocytes was found to carry the
mutation, suggesting somatic mosaicism. In six cases out of 41, the mutation was transmitted
more than once by a parent in whom the mutation was absent in lymphocytes, suggesting gonadal
mosaicism as the explanation for the multiple transmission. Using our data for the recurrence of
the mutations among the total of at risk haplotypes transmitted, we arrive at a recurrence risk of
14% for the at risk haplotype. The observation of this high risk of germinal mosaicism is crucially
important for all physicians counselling females in DMD families. Recently, germinal mosaicism
has been observed also in a number of other X linked and autosomal disorders. The implications
and appropriate diagnostic precautions are discussed.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), a lethal,
recessive X linked disorder, affects boys in early
childhood and most DMD patients die before the
age of 20 years. This severe disorder has a frequency
of 1:3500 live male births.' The a priori carrier risk
for mothers of sporadic DMD patients is 66%. The
existence of unaffected sons and brothers, in combination with low maternal blood creatine kinase
(CK) levels, reduce this risk. Recently, carrier
detection and first trimester prenatal diagnosis,
using a combination of flanking, intragenic, and
cDNA probes, has attained over 99% reliability in
up to 90% of the cases. 2-7 On both Southern and
FIGE blots, approximately 66% of DMD patients
show deletions or duplications of part of the coding
sequences.8-0 The total DMD cDNA is 14 kb
long," comprising about 76 exons spread over about
2-3 million base pairs of genomic DNA.'2 One-third
of DMD patients are believed to result from a 'new'
mutation,13 and the DMD mutation frequency has
been estimated as 0-01%. In the early seventies,
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both Hartl 14 and Murphy et al'5 addressed the
problem of germinal mosaicism of X linked recessive disorders in genetic counselling on statistical
grounds. Hartl14 postulated that the recurrence risk
would be less than 5% if one son was affected and 20
to 35% if two or more sons were affected and
proposed not to use these figures in routine counselling. Murphy et al'5 claimed that in any family of
realistic size, ignoring gonadal mosaicism would
have little effect on the risk estimate for the next
child.
However, since the advent of direct detection of
DMD mutations, the recurrence of presumptive
germinal mosaicism has been reported by a number
of research groups. '6'9 Germline mosaicism in both
male and female 'carriers' generates a recurrence
risk for transmitters and patients of 'new' DMD
mutations. In this study, we compile our overall new
mutation data to determine the frequency with
which the new mutation is transmitted for a second
time. Information on the male and female contribution to DMD deletion or duplication mutations is
obtained from haplotype information. The recurrence risks for new mutations and the consequences
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TABLE 1 Xp probes used in the diagnostic service for
carrier detection and prenatal diagnosis of DMD and BMD
(see also Pearson et a120).
Genomic
probes

Locus

cDNA
probes

Locadon in the
DMD gene
(5'-3' kb)

L1.28
OTC
cX5.7
754 and 754-11
XJ1.1, 1.2, 2.3
P87-1, 8, 15, 30, 42

DXS7
OTC
DXS148
DXS84
DXS206
DXS164
DXS270
DXS269
DXS268
DXS28
DXS41
DXS43
DXS85

XJ1O
9-7
30-2
30-1
47-4

1-2
1-2a
2b-3a
3b-5a
5b-7
8
9-14

Jbir
P20
J66
C7
99.6
pD2
782

44-1
63-1

while nine originated in a grandmaternal X chromosome. The 27 remaining mutations originated in the
mother (fig 1). Fig 1 shows that in this small set of
unbiased data the mutation rates for DMD in
grandparental male and female X chromosomes are
equal for each chromosome.
In six pedigrees, including the two cases originally
identified as familial, the recurrence of a new
mutation was observed (fig 2). In family DL202 (fig
2d) a duplication was detected with the cDNA probe
cDNA1-2 or cDNA-XJ10 (HindIII bands 2, 3, 7, 8,
and 12a; EcoRI bands 2, 5, 6, and 10, data not
shown) in the patient and both his mother and his
aunt. Both grandparents lacked this duplication in
their lymphocytes, but because of non-informativeness we were not able to detect the origin in this
TABLE 2 List of families with proven new mutations.

for genetic counselling are discussed and a strategy
is presented for safeguarding against diagnostic
calamities.

Subjects and methods
The family material used in this study was sent to
us as blood samples, fibroblasts, and chorionic villi
samples by a number of counselling units covering a
referral population of 14 million in The Netherlands
and 5 million in Belgium, which make use of the
diagnostic laboratories in Leiden and Antwerp.
The methods for DNA analysis used have been
described earlier.3 4 8 12 The probes used are listed
in table 1; for more detailed information about these
probes see the HGM9 recombinant DNA report.201
Results
Out of a total of 288 families (246 Dutch and 42
Belgian) studied for carrier detection, 156 families
were referred with isolated cases of DMD. Prenatal
diagnosis was performed on 53 male fetuses in 47
Dutch families.4
The presence of new mutations was determined
using both genomic flanking and intragenic RFLP
probes and cDNA probes (the latter kindly provided
by Drs Kunkel and Worton). Deletion or duplication mutations were detected in 168 cases out of the
288 (58%) families studied. In 42 of the 168 cases
(25%) the mutation was found to be a new one. Two
of these, although they appeared as familial cases,
were found to involve (recurrent) new deletion
mutations. We have derived the parental origin of
the mutation in 41 new mutation cases using the X
haplotype information (table 2). In five cases the
grandpaternal haplotype underwent the mutation,

Pedigree
No
BL I
BL 15
DL 40
DL43
DL 55
DL 62
DL 68
DL 70
DL 86
DL 88
DL 96
DL1O1
DL104
DL114
DL129

DL133
DL139
DLl40
DL145
DL146
DL149

DLl51
DL154
DL162
DL170
DL202
DL211
DL221
DL222
DL225
DL233
DL236
MD 3
MD 5
MD 6
MD 7
MD 1I
MD 14
MD 18
MD 20
MD 27
MD 40

Type of
mutation

del P20
del XJ1.1
del 47-4
del X110
del p87-8
del p87-42
del 47-4
del 144-1
del p87-15
del 44-1
del P20
del 44-1
del 44-1
del 30-1
del 44-1
del Jbir
del 44-1
del C7
del 63-1
del 63-1
del P20
del XJIO
del p87
del 47-4
del XJ1O
dup XJ10
del 63-1
del XJ1O
del XJJ10
del 44-1
del 44-1
del 44-1
del p87
del 44-1
del p87
del 44-1
del P20
del p87
del 9-7
del 441
del 44-1
del 44-1

Origin of
mutation
M
Me
M
M
P
M
M
M
M
M
M*

M
M
M
M
M
M
P
M
M
M
M
M*

M
M
P or Mt
P
M
M
M
M
p
M

M
M
p
M*

M
M
M*

M
M*

At risk haplotype

Affected

Normal

1
1
1
2
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
2
I
1
2
1
1
1
1

2
2
0
1
1
2
2
0
1
1
1
0
0
it
1
0
2
0
2
0
0
0

Germline
mosaic

X

X

0

X

1
1

1(2)

X

1
1
I
1
0
0

1
3
0
0

X

3
0

1
1
0
0

Total 42 families (see also figs 1 and 6). t=somatic mosaicism.
M =maternal origin of the mutation (27).
M'=grandmaternal origin of the mutation (9).
P =grandpaternal origin of the mutation (5).
At risk haplotype transmitted 41 times, 35 not affected.

X
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FIG 1 New mutations observed in the DMD gene. In 42
families a new DMD mutation was detected. In 27 cases the
mother of the patient was not deleted. In nine cases the
grandmother's X chromosome was found to have
undergone the new mutation in the mother ofthe patient,
and in five cases the grandfather's X chromosome. In one
case the mutation was grandparental, but haplotype
information did not allow discrimination between the
grandfather's and grandmother's X (fig 2).

0

twice transmitted new mutation. Southern blot data
on families DL43, MD14, and DL114 are shown in
figs 3 to 5. Similar data on families DL154 and MD6
have been published earlier. 16 In fig 3a, family
DL43 (see also fig 2c) hybridised with the cDNA1-2
probe shows a deletion of the XmnI bands 2, 6, and
9 in the patient (lane 7).
The mother of the patient (lane 3) is heterozygous
for the deletion while the grandmother does not
carry the deletion. This is more clearly observed in a
PvuII digest (fig 3b) where the patient (lane 7) is
missing bands 1 and 5 and has gained a junction
band. This band is also present in the carrier
mother, but not in lymphocytes of the grandmother,
who has transmitted the DMD mutation twice.
Fig 4a shows a TaqI digest of family MD14 (see fig
2d). The DNA of the patient (lane 4) shows a
deletion for XJ1.1 (DXS206). The mother (lane 2)
shows two alleles of XJ1.1 while her daughter, who
carries the deletion, has only one copy of the XJ1. 1
allele.
In fig 5d the blot of family DL114 is shown, in
which the mutation causes a junction band. In this
case the mother carries the mutation (lane 1), but
probably not in all her cells, because she transmitted

0
43

~

0

555

FIG 2 Six pedigrees (a-f)
in which a germinal mosaic
situation was observed (see
also table 1). In five cases
the mutation was a partial
deletion of the DMD gene,
while in family DL202 (d) a
duplication of exonic
sequences was observed.
Because oflack ofhaplotype
information we werenotable
to determine if the
duplication had occurred in
the paternal or maternal
X chromosome. The
grandmother was not
carrying the mutation (data
not shown) and the
grandfather was not a DMD
patient; therefore this is
clearly a recurrent new
mutation. In family DL114
(f) the mutation was also
present as a somatic mosaic
mutation in the mother of
the patient (see also fig 5).
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(a) Family DL43; the index patient (7) is carrying a partial gene deletion, his mother (3) is a carrier ofthe same
mutation, and her brother died of DMD. The grandmother (1) did not carry the DMD mutation but as she transmitted the
mutation twice, she must have been a germinal mosaic. (b) On an XmnI Southern blot hybridised with cDNA-XJJO (0-2),
the patient's deletion is clearly seen; deleted exon bands are indicated with an arrow. There is also a weak junction band
visible, just above the lower missing band. The mother ofthe patient is a carrier ofthe mutation on the basis of the intensity
ofthe deleted bands. (c) On a PvuII digest the junction band (indicated with an asterisk) in the patient's DNA is clearly
present in his mother's DNA. The grandmother lacks the junction band, so she is not a carrier somatically.
FIG 3

b

the same X chromosome in an unaffected form to
her daughter (lane 3) on the basis of flanking
markers OTC and pD2. The alternative explanation
for the unaffected X haplotype in the sister is a
double crossover, which should occur in less than
1% of cases. Because of the intensity difference
observed in the junction band of the mother's DNA
(fig 5d, lane 1, where the band has a lesser intensity
than that of lane 4, a full carrier), a somatic mosaic
situation is probably present in this case.
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(a) Family MD14. The patient and his sister are both
carrying a deletion mutation for XJI .1 (see also 4b). Their
mother is not carrying this mutation in her somatic (white
blood cell) DNA, but has transmitted the mutation twice;
therefore she is carrying a germinal mosaic for this DMD
mutation. (b) A TaqI Southern blot offamily MD14,
simultaneously hybridised with the intragenic probe XJI.1
and the extragenic control probe Ll.28. Both probes detect
RFLPs for Taql and are informative in the mother of the
patient (lane 2). Thus, the mother is not carrying the XJI. I
deletion observed in the patient (arrow). The daughter,
however, is missing one of the XJJ. 1 alleles. Compare the
relative intensities of the XJI. I signals between mother
(lane 2) and daughter (lane 4) relative to the Ll.28 signals.
The daughter is missing one XJI. I allele, thus carrying the
same mutation as her affected brother.
FIG 4

The detection of six cases of apparent multiple
transmission of 'new' mutations out of 42 studied
indicates that this phenomenon is relatively frequent.
The most plausible explanation for such multiple
transmission, when the absence of mutation in
lymphocytes is taken into account, is germinal
mosaicism. Moreover, this frequency of gonadal
mosaicism is an underestimate, because in 16 of the
28 families (table 2) the at risk haplotype was
transmitted only once and gonadal mosaicism could
not be assessed. When families were counted in
which the same X haplotype was present in one or
more -sibs, six recurrent mutations were detected in
28 families among 41 meioses in which the at risk
haplotype was transmitted. This implies a 14%
recurrence risk for mothers of patients with an
identified new mutation when considering male
pregnancies with the same X haplotype and an a
priori 7% risk for a male fetus where the haplotype
information is absent.
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FIG 5 (a) Pedigree offamily DLJ14. The DMD patient's X chromosome identified as e-G2 (for the flanking markers pD2
and OTC; see also fig Sb and c) is most likely a recombinant haplotype, beca\use both his sisters inherited an X chromosome
with the haplotype e-GI from their mother. The DMD patient has a partial gene deletion detected by cDNA3b-5a (seefig
Sd), one of the sisters and the mother carry the deletion, and the other sister (3) does not, although she had the same X
chromosome. The mother of the patient is carrying the mutation both as a germinal and as a somatic mosaic (indicated with
an open circle): she passed a normal e-GI X haplotype to daughter 3, an affected e-GI to daughter 4, and an affected
recombinant Xe-G2 to the patient. (b) Southern blot offamily DLJ14 (MspI) hybridised with the OTC probe located
proximal to the DMD gene. The mother (lane 1) is informative for GIIG2, both daughters are homozygous GIIG1, and the
affected son has the G2 allele. (c) PvuII Southern blot showing that both daughters and the affected son did inherit the same
allele (e) from their mother (lane 1) who is heterozygous forpD2 (Ele), a probe located distal to the DMD gene. (d) Part of
an EcoRI Southern blot, hybridised with cDNA3b-5a, detecting the deletion junction band in the patient's DNA (lane 5)
indicated with an arrow. The junction band is present in the DNA of one daughter (lane 4), but absent in the DNA of the
other daughter (lane 3). The mother (lane 1) is definitely carrying the same mutation, but most likely as a somatic mosaic
(not all her cells carry the mutation). The junction band, although difficult to see on the photo of the blot, is slightly weaker
in intensity.

In contrast to the theoretical considerations of
Hartl'4 and Murphy et al, 5 our recurrence risk
estimates are based on empirical data and can be
directly applied to genetic counselling in DMD.
Until more data are available, genetic counsellors
are advised to use a recurrence risk of approximately
7% (14% if the at risk X haplotype is known) when
counselling sisters and mothers of an apparently new
DMD mutant. If the mutation (deletion or duplication) is detectable in the patient, highly reliable
prenatal diagnosis is possible in subsequent pregnancies of apparent non-carrier mothers and should
be carried out to prevent the birth of additional
patients. If the mutation is not (yet) detectable, the
assessment of new mutants relies on haplotype
information'(for example, healthy brothers having
the same haplotype as the affected). In those cases
prenatal diagnosis based on X haplotype information

either leads to the exclusion of the at risk X
chromosome or a 14% recurrence risk for male
pregnancies. It should be noted that results given
earlier to relatives of so called new DMD cases need
complete reconsideration.
Our findings do not only bear on diagnostic
accuracy, but also have fundamental implications.
One of them is that because the recurrent new
mutations occur so much more commonly than
previously thought, the published recombination
data of flankin'g markers might be biased by
mosaicism. For instance, we originally scored two
recombinants between 754 (DXS84) and DMD in
family DL43. Since the deletion itself is now'detectable in this family, we know that these recombinants were erroneously scored because of the unexpected segregation caused by gonadal mosaicism.
Similar cases may explain many of the contradicting
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recurrence risk of this disorder is best explained by
gonadal mosaicism in one of the parents. While our
manuscript was in preparation, this fascinating but
complex matter was addressed in a lucid editorial by
Hall,28 who places mosaicism in an overall perspective and reviews published cases of a great variety of
disorders.

IA

6 This figure illustrates germinal mosaicism and the
risk of recurrence in a following child. In 28 families (see
table 2) the new mutant X haplotype was transmitted 41
times, 35 times normal and six times affected. The risk for
this haplotype to be affected is 14%, because of germinal
mosaicism in the mother.
FIG

genetic distances obtained earlier between DMD
and close markers.2 21 22 Secondly, while the overall
mutation frequency should not be affected by the
observation of mosaicism, a much better understanding is gained of the point in development at
which mutation takes place. Our findings of an
almost equal male and female mutation rate supports a probable mitotic origin for many, if not
most, DMD mutations. Somatic mosaicism may also
occur, as described for haemophilia A21-25 and for
DMD (this study, fig 5, DL114). We must emphasise
that since we have only investigated blood, the
presence of combined somatic gonadal mosaicism
cannot be excluded in the other cases. The use of
specific sequences and the PCR technique could be
of help in the detection of somatic mosaicism. For
males, the presence of somatic mosaicism of X
linked mutations may well result in a milder form of
the same disorder, as recently reported for OTC
deficiency.26 It is becoming increasingly clear that
mosaicism for new mutations is not limited to DMD
or even to X linked recessive disorders and that it
will probably play a role in many inherited diseases.
Recently, Byers et a127 reported data on the recurrence risk of autosomal dominant osteogenesis
imperfecta. They hypothesised that the 6% empirical
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